
 

Update on school operation 

As we settle in to the 2020-21 school year, staff and students have acclimated to new routines.  
Each morning, students have their temperatures taken in their way in to school and are asked about 
how they are feeling, if they have had any medicine or have traveled anywhere.  Nurse Vanessa has 
been instrumental in providing direction with the screening and with management of the symptoms 
and what action is called for in different situations.  It has been a real adjustment for secretaries 
and for me to become familiar with the appropriate protocols for the various symptoms and ques-
tions from parents and staff to enable us to give the appropriate, CDC approved response.  

It has taken a little time, but we have solved the problem of staffing for art, music and library.  An-
drew Carlson, who has been an ed tech at OTES, will be providing music and library instruction at 
both schools.  Andrew is a professional musician, great with children and a keen interest in literacy.  
He will spend Mondays and Tuesdays at VRS then Wednesdays and Thursdays in Alton.  Fridays will 
be spent as an ed tech in the OTES library.  Michelle Reesman will help him with the preparation for 
the next week’s library classes as he assists her that day.  His presence will free Tiffany Palmer, 
the usual ed tech at OTES library, to provide art instruction on Fridays.  She will alternate weeks 
between the two schools.  Tiffany is taking classes for art education, so this is a great opportunity 
for her and the schools!  Having this staffing issue resolved has also enabled a plan for lunch duties.  
Teachers will get a solid break for lunch each day.  

Students have been able to eat outdoors almost all days so far this year.  We are fortunate to have 
had such cooperative weather!  Teachers have been able to offer regular movement breaks outdoors 
which is necessary when movement in the classrooms is limited by the social distancing requirements.  
The distancing has been by far the most difficult CDC protocol to follow.  There are no real issues 
with students wearing their masks, but keeping at least three feet away from their peers is tough 
for them!  We continue to work on it. 

 Both schools have had staff meetings to address RtI and how to determine needs and plans for sup-
porting student academic needs.  We are finding that, as anticipated, students are considerably be-
hind where we would hope their skills would be at this point in the year.  We strive to support each 
child where they are in development and bring them along as quickly as possible. 

The parent groups in both schools have met monthly and we have taken time during these meetings 
to share frustrations and celebrations with how the school experience is going this year.  It would 
appear that parents realize the pressures involved and they are showing flexibility and willingness to 
accommodate the many new measures we must follow.  They are happy to have students in school 
every day and have been amazingly supportive! 

All things considered, the year is going well.  I was not sure heading into this year whether we would 
still be in session at this point in October.  The University has done an impressive job managing the 
Covid measures.  It has been an encouraging start to this unorthodox year! 



Fall Happenings 

Six teachers from Alton and Bradley have started EMDI (Early Math Diagnostic Interview) training to learn 
about this tool that helps assess areas of weakness and ways to address those for classroom instruction. 
There are 4 sessions spread over the fall and early winter.  I, too, am involved in this training.  Sandy Daniel is 
providing most of the classroom coverage so that teachers are free to participate in this timely opportunity. 

NWEA assessments are under way in grades 3-5.  The technology is cooperating well and the sessions are go-
ing smoothly.  We are finding the scores are understandably lower, so this assessment is going to provide val-
uable information. 

Although field trips are not an option at this time, an Acadia National Park Ranger visited Mrs. Ouellette’s 4th 
grade classroom to teach students about sedimentary rocks, erosion and deposition.  They coordinated a 
Google Hangouts meeting and brought the program to students in that format.  The lesson focused on how 
these things relate to the park.  The rangers are very knowledgeable and are adept at sharing that knowledge 
with children. 

Our maintenance staff has put in a lot of hours over the last week installing new playground equipment at Al-
ton Elementary School.  The parent group fundraised for a number of years and was finally able to purchase 
phase one of the project.  This new equipment will focus on more climbing and strength building activities.  As 
John Lodge and Tim Fowler have used interesting equipment to remove the old equipment and install new the 
new, students have watched the progress with great enthusiasm!  

 

Lunch at AES with the new picnic ta-

bles to help with seating. 

 

The turquoise and white structure in the 

back is the one that has been removed.  

Next month there will be a picture of the    

   new playground!  

Pre-k Music class with Mr. 

McCarthy! 


